Abstract. This paper proposes a non-parametric procedure to classify suppliers. The procedure adopts a peeling approach and Data Envelopment Analysis-game cross efficiency (DEA-GXE) method to group a set of suppliers into classes. In DEA-GXE each supplier is seen as a player competing in an uncooperative environment, seeking to maximize efficiency under the condition that the other suppliers'cross-efficiency does not deteriorate. The procedure is useful when there is a long list of suppliers that should be assessed by the customer, providing an agile decision-making tool.
Introduction
Supplier assessment and classification is an important step of the purchasing decision-making process in a manufacturing company. Selecting high quality suppliers provides competitive advantage with the management of the supply chain. Choosing good suppliers as partners along the supply chain contributes to reducing operational costs, improving process and product quality. A number of scholars focused on the supplier selection problem, i.e. the analysis and measurement of the performance of a set of suppliers in order to generate a relative rank and select one or more of them. Literature includes a large number of approaches and models that are based on multi-objective optimization (MOP) [1, 2] , analytic hierarchical process (AHP) [3, 4] , simple multi-attribute rating techniques (SMART) [5] , and data envelopment analysis (DEA) [6, 7] . However, even though they provide systematic frameworks that purchasing managers can utilize, most of them are not easily implementable and imply a large amount of subjectivity to weight individual criteria. Vice versa, frameworks based on DEA are more effective to reduce the evaluators' subjectivity as weights are endogenously determined from data and no assumptions relative to relationships among variables are necessary.
This paper proposes a non-parametric DEA based procedure to classify suppliers. The procedure adopts DEA-game cross efficiency (DEA-GXE) method to rank a dataset of suppliers and a peeling procedure to group them into classes. In DEA-GXE every supplier to be ranked is seen as a player competing in an uncooperative environment, seeking to maximize efficiency under the condition that the cross-efficiency scores of the other suppliers do not deteriorate. The procedure is particularly useful when there is a large number of suppliers that should be preliminarily assessed by the customer and classified, providing an agile decision-making tool. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the DEA-GXE method and the peeling procedure. Section 3 reports the result of the implementation of the method. Finally, section 4 presents some concluding remarks.
Method

Supplier classification procedure
The procedure to classify suppliers implements DEA game-cross efficiency (DEA-GXE) to generate efficiency measurements relative to suppliers and the DEA peeling approach to classify them into different classes.
DEA game-cross efficiency
DEA is a non-parametric linear programming based technique that calculates the relative efficiencies of a number of decision making units denominated DMUs. The efficient units are identified from this set and combined together to construct an efficient frontier used as a benchmark to measure the efficiency of inefficient units [8] .
In the proposed approach, each DMU is an individual supplier S i in the dataset that can be associated to a specific production function producing Y=(x ij ) sn outputs by combining X=(x ij ) mn inputs. The DMU ability to produce a given amount of outputs with the minimum consumption of inputs or the maximum amount of outputs by consuming the same amount of input independently of any input and output price set is referred to as technical efficiency (TE).
The original model proposed by [9] classifies units into two groups, e.g. the efficient (scoring TE=100%) and the inefficient units (scoring TE<100%) and provides a relative rank for these latter only, having a weak discriminating power. Scholars have proposed different approaches and methods to improve the discriminating capability of DEA and generate full rankings among alternatives [10, 11] . The approach based on the calculation of the crossefficiency scores of DMUs is effective to improve the discriminating capability of DEA and does not need introducing any subjectivity in the ranking procedure as a consequence of weighting schemes provided by expert judgment [12, 13] .
Assume that there are n DMUs and every DMU j (j=1,…,n) produces s outputs y rj 
The DMUs cross-efficiencies are calculated in two steps. First, by solving model (2) n times basic DEA is performed to calculate the optimal weights assigned to DMU inputs and outputs as suggested by [9] . Here an input orientation and constant returns to scale are assumed. 
Second, the nn cross-efficiencies matrix of DMUs is generated. In the matrix, the offdiagonal entries show the cross-efficiencies, while the diagonal entries are the basic DEA efficiency scores. Finally, for each DMU k, cross-efficiencies are aggregated to obtain a mean cross-efficiency measurement.
Liang et al. [14] have proposed a DEA game cross-efficiency measurement. In DEA game, the DMU cross-efficiency is measured as the pay-off of a non-cooperative game that the DMU aims at maximizing. Scholars also suggested a robust iterative algorithm to generate the best average game cross-efficiency measurements, and proved that the suggested algorithm originates a set of unique Nash equilibrium DEA weights. In order to calculate the cross-efficiency of DMU k related to DMU j, a set of weights is found to maximize the efficiency of DMU k with the additional restriction that the efficiency of DMU j does not diminish. The efficiencies of the other DMUs should be known to calculate the efficiency of each DMU, and vice versa.
The cross-efficiency of DMU k related to DMU j is denoted as 
The peeling approach
The idea of "peeling the DEA onion" was firstly suggested by [16] . In the peeling approach, DEA is applied to variable datasets that are extracted from the main dataset at different steps [17] . In the first step, DEA is applied to the whole dataset to find efficient DMUs. At this step, efficient DMUs compose the first layer and accordingly are classified in the first class. Efficient DMUs are removed from the whole dataset and a smaller dataset is extracted from the first one, including only previously inefficient DMUs.
In the second step, DEA is applied to the reduced dataset and DMUs resulting efficient compose the second layer, assigned to the second class, and finally removed from the dataset to move to the next step. This process continues until all the DMUs in the dataset have been assigned to a layer.
Example
The dataset for this example is taken from [18] . It contains data relative to 23 suppliers which are assessed according to 11 attributes, respectively clustered into 6 inputs and 5 outputs (see Table 1 ). To meet the strictly positivity requirement of DEA, zero values were preliminarily eliminated by adding a constant scalar equal to 0.05 to all measurements. Additionally, because of the large number of input and output variables, in order to increase DEA discriminating capability, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to reduce the dataset dimensionality. After running PCA, variables were reduced to 2 inputs and 2 outputs whose measurements were generated as weighted averages of original measurements using PCA factor loadings as weights. The new set of inputs and outputs considered for the subsequent analysis are showed in Table 2 . Table 3 reports the output of the implementation of the classification procedure. Without loss of generalizability, the procedure was stopped after the generation of the first 4 layers (layer 0,…,layer 3) and aggregation of suppliers in 4 classes (1,...,4). Particularly, table provides information relative to the game cross-efficiency score, rank for every layers, and suppliers excluded from the dataset at each step. In the first step, only one supplier was evaluated as 100% efficient. In the second step, the DEA game cross-efficiency algorithm did not identify any 100% supplier. Differently from conventional DEA, the best crossefficiency score may be less than 1 because it is finally calculated as the mean value of different efficiencies. Thus, as a decision-making rule adopted in this example, suppliers scoring more than 0.95 were excluded from the dataset to move to the next step. In the same way, layers 2 and 3 were generated by excluding the 100% efficient suppliers. Table 4 displays how suppliers have been classified. Class 1 contains one supplier only (S22), class 2 contains five suppliers (S4, S6, S7, S15, and S23), class 3 includes one supplier (S20), and finally class 4 includes one supplier (S12). 
Conclusion
This paper has presented a computational procedure to classify suppliers. The procedure is based on the implementation of DEA game cross-efficiency (DEA-GXE) and a peeling approach to associate suppliers to classes. While DEA-GXE is considered an effective procedure to generate rankings, a difference in the ranking position of suppliers may be due to small differences of their efficiency scores (i.e., the third or even the fourth digit). Thus, the resulting ranking can be rather aleatory because of measurement uncertainty, implemented algorithm, and numerical approximation. Combining both DEA-GXE and the peeling procedure allows having a more robust and refined classification than using only the classical peeling approach as suggested by [16] . The innovative procedure has been applied to classify a dataset of 23 suppliers. Results indicate that the proposed procedure can be easily implemented and is effective to generate classes of suppliers. Additionally, given its flexibility, it can be adapted to context by modifying exclusion and selection rules.
